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Peter writes,
When I began as a young minister, I was assigned to 4 small
congregations along the Baie des Chaleurs. The people were
farmers, fishers, teachers, homemakers, railway workers.
Church Board meetings were scheduled to begin at 7:00 pm.
So, sharp at 7:00, I would be in my chair at the front of the
church. I would call the meeting to order but I could never
seem to get it going. Just as I was calling for the reading of
the minutes somebody would notice an absence.
"Where's Leonard?"
Someone would reply, "Last I heard Leonard was in the barn
with a calf that's failing.”
Someone else would add supplementary information,
“Leonard’s sister is on her way from Montreal to visit.”
This fact would give rise to an observation about weather
conditions on the roads. The weather of course opened endless
vistas of conversation.

The Very Rev. Dr. Peter Short
Before I knew it, the agenda was out the window. We had considered everything from postal service
to birthdays to milk quotas and the price of gas. Everything except the minutes. The meeting was, as
Leacock put it, “riding madly off in all directions.” I found myself frustrated, and anxious to get
things back on track.
One day I began to see and hear what was actually happening. All this conversation that had nothing
to do with the agenda was not mere work avoidance activity. It was the agenda. My agenda might
have been sidetracked but there was another agenda, one that was just coming into my view of things.
For the good people of these congregations the first item on the agenda was never the call to order
and the minutes. The first item was always, “How is everybody doing? What is happening with our
people?”
In human community there is always an agenda before the agenda. It is the primal agenda on which
all other agenda items ride. In this case a small and precarious community of anglophones were living
an isolated and fragile life in eastern Quebec. What is at stake was (and is) the vitality and the very
existence of their community which has been handed down to them by their ancestors in this rugged
and beautiful place by the sea. Any agenda imported by the minister will find itself floating on this
constant, often barely audible hum.

When people are searching for a church community to belong to, they will often “try out” several
congregations and denominations. What are they looking for? I suspect that beneath the programs
and the liturgy and the mission projects they are listening for that barely audible hum, the deeper
note which is the sound of the agenda before the agenda.
Theologians call this the ultimate concern. Scientists call it the unified field. Have you heard the
sound of it at Wilmot? Have you encountered the agenda before the agenda? Have you come across
the common ground beneath our feet?
If you have thoughts, perceptions, experiences that have spoken to you of these things we would love
to hear from you. Perhaps you have heard it in the singing of a hymn or seen it in a verse of
scripture. Maybe it has appeared to you in the sight of people at work together in the kitchen or in a
children’s activity. Then again, it may have come to you as the community works through a difficult
decision or in the light streaming through a stained-glass window.

However, it might be, Ellen and I would appreciate hearing from you. Though it can never be
captured definitively, it is always good to have a feel for the agenda before the agenda. It helps us
recognize that the sound of our own voice rides on a deeper note.
Thank you for being in touch
petershort99@gmail.com. 506 444 1912
ellen.beairsto2@gmail.com 506 206 1943

Ellen writes,
A front door…
A smile...
A safe way to say ‘Hello’ to our friends...

Reverend Ellen Beairsto

Barb and George

Ann

The opening of our doors of hospitality at Wilmot began in 1791 when a few people were searching
for a place to worship. Mary and Duncan Blair (a Scottish soldier stationed in Fredericton) opened
the door to their home for the people to gather. Other doors to many homes opened and welcomed
people of all ages to worship. This was the beginning of the Fredericton Methodist Church.

And then in 1852, the blue doors that have become a familiar
site for our community opened for the first time. Sunday
Morning and evening services along with special services at
Christmas, Easter, Thanksgiving and so on saw the doors open
wide for all who were able to come. Years slipped by as the
pages of history turned and one year flowed into the next.
Downtown Fredericton changed. The Carleton Street bridge
that was built to connect the communities on both sides of the
river, gave way to the Westmorland Street bridge. Businesses
changed hands. Buildings were restored or replaced but the
blue doors remained, and the mission and ministry of Wilmot
continued. A rainbow sign was even attached to our wayside
pulpit reminding people that Wilmot is a warm and welcoming
place for all.

Joan and Art

Jeanette and Bert

And then – 10 months ago – because of COVID-19, the doors at Wilmot
were closed and conversation around how to be that place of welcoming
in a whole new way began. The dedication and volunteer hours of many
have allowed us to reach out beyond the blue doors and into your homes.
As we prepare the Annual Report for 2020, one cannot help but be moved
by the amount of work the church has accomplished even during
unprecedented times.

Carolyn, Ian, Warren and Jack

Ida and Jim

This past Sunday our pews sat empty with their doors closed. Our
ministry team miss seeing you. We miss seeing each other. So, we
invite you to send us a photo of your family at your front door as
we wait for the day Wilmot’s blue doors can be safely opened
once again.
If you need someone to take the photo – let us know.

Elizabeth and Ron

Phyllis and Dana

Shirley

Chris

Rita and Debbie

Kristie, Jamie and Steve

Connie and Walter

Anne, Harley & Guy

Carolyn and Rick

So, if you need someone to take a
photo of you at your door
– let us know.

Peter Short and Ellen Beairsto share an interim ministry
at Wilmot United Church as the congregation prepares to
call a new ministry team.

